How to read the contents of your “Life Experience Report”
1- Male or Female are, for evaluation effects, considered no different.
2- Your age means a lot. It is not expected that a 25 or a 65 year old person has the
same experience. Therefore, scores calculations have this fact in consideration.
3- Your life experience is first of all evaluated in 4 thematic sectors. You’ll get
percentages (OLE – Overall Life Experience, so as APE – Age Proportional
Experience) and reference values (average scores). If you are ‘out of range’,
probably your specific life experience will be classified in another field.
4- The full answer to the questionnaire classifies your experience by theme. There are
63 themes, and your evaluation varies between ‘low’, ‘medium’ or ‘high’.
5- You also get the so called ‘life indicators’ – from a list of almost thirty different
adjectivs some of them will probably appear related to your lifestyle.
6- In case you get a Vertex, it means you reached the top of the goal on a thematic
line. The question that appears, integrated in a theme, is the one that defines the
area where you really are experienced, clearly above the average. There are up to
31 vertexes.
7- The questions that conducted to Alerts – a total of 19 alerts divided in themes tend to underline certain kind(s) of experience(s), and it should be asked more
about it.
8- The last information in your report reveals the ‘holes’, question(s) not answered
for some reason. Perhaps you just skipped for no reason, or you prefered not to go
that way. This question(s) appear in the language choosen for the questionnaire.
The questionnaire takes generally half an hour to answer. The two report pages, will certainly
help to define your profile. They should be added to the CV and help with the interview!

One’s life experience is unique!

